History of original corner establishment:

Corner established in 1878 by Henry Maldrum

Description of corner evidence found:

Found \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) galvanized pipe set by M. Whitmore in 1949 from which

48" cedar windthrown brs. N40W 41.6 ft
has face with old rusted location poster (orig)

32" fir brs. S88\( \frac{1}{2} \)W 46.0 ft
scribed - with tag

50" hemlock brs. S71E 53.5 ft
scribed - with tag

BTs mkd by M. Whitmore in July of 1962

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

Set 2"x30" iron pipe with brass cap mkd

\[
T4S \quad R1OW
\]
\[
\frac{1}{2} \quad 3 \quad 2
\]

1970

650

Placed \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) pipe alongside corner

Set fence post with Do Not Destroy sign.
Mervin Whitman's private notes for a non-legal survey (he not being licensed). However, he was a very reliable and competent man in his field work & scouting. — J.K. 1962.